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Quotes to fill the space

“Emptiness which is conceptually liable to be mistaken for 
sheer nothingness is in fact the reservoir of infinite 

possibilities.” ~ D.T. Suzuki .   

“The part can never be well unless the whole is well”.

~Plato

Kosmon SanctuaryKosmon Sanctuary

Polarity Gathering Day set for Polarity Gathering Day set for 

Sat 1Sat 1stst August 2015 at the August 2015 at the 

KosmanKosman SanctuarySanctuary

organiser Jo Archerorganiser Jo Archer

If you have any articles or comment for inclusion in 

the next ‘Circuit’ please email to any counsel 

member. Thx

AGM 2015
Sun 22nd March  

Walton-on-the-Hill Surrey
Kosmon Sanctuary

UKPTA AGM and Gathering. 

1 Day only Cost Free

11.00 am - 5.00pm

Time to Talk and Bodywork Share

Lunch (please bring you own)

With AGM at 2.30pm

Full Agenda Available to members

All welcome to AGM (Voting restrictions apply)

A get together for RPPs, students (past & 

present). There is news on the latest 

developments in Polarity Therapy, a chance to 

get or give a treatment, ancient woods at the 

Kosmon Sanctuary, to wander.

Further details will emerge shortly.

As Above, so Below. Much of the importance of 

Hermeticism arises from its connection with the 

development of science during the time from 1300 to 

1600 A.D. The prominence that it gave to the idea of 

influencing or controlling nature led many scientists to 

look to magic and its allied arts (e.g., alchemy, 

astrology) which, it was thought, could put Nature to 

the test by means of experiments. Consequently it was 

the practical aspects of Hermetic writings that attracted 

the attention of scientists.

Isaac Newton placed great faith in the concept of an 

unadulterated, pure, ancient doctrine, which he studied 

vigorously to aid his understanding of the physical 

world. Many of Newton's manuscripts—most of which 

are still unpublished—detail his thorough study of 

the Corpus Hermeticum, writings said to have been 

transmitted from ancient times, in which the secrets 

and techniques of influencing the stars and the forces 

of nature were revealed.

From Wikipedia 

‘Science moving towards Polarity ?’

See the Forbidden Universe by 

Lynn Picknett and Clive Prince

Cosmic Man

Picture from

www.one-vibration.com

What it is, and what it isn’t!
A report answering this question is 

attached to the same email as the 

Circuit (The Polarity Spa Day Review 

2014)

www.neutral-space.co.uk

‘Circuit’ Published by GDW
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Social Media.

Keep clicking!!  This is where you come in, whenever you are on FB just click like to anything connected with Polarity 

and it  will make a ‘big’ difference. GrahamGraham
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UKPTA Counsel Meeting MinutesUKPTA Counsel Meeting Minutes

30th September 2014, Sidlesham30th September 2014, Sidlesham Invited: Current CounselInvited: Current Counsel

Agenda:  Website updates / Website discussions / Plan for the fuAgenda:  Website updates / Website discussions / Plan for the future / Finance Membership / Training APEF ture / Finance Membership / Training APEF 

2015 / AGM dates March 2015 2015 / AGM dates March 2015 

Minutes:   The meeting did not follow the order of the agenda buMinutes:   The meeting did not follow the order of the agenda but all topics were considered and the t all topics were considered and the 

membership certificates and membership application form were dismembership certificates and membership application form were discussed under AOB.  Once all topics had cussed under AOB.  Once all topics had 

been discussed, over several hours, by the three members presentbeen discussed, over several hours, by the three members present we contacted Andrew Harry and had a we contacted Andrew Harry and had a 

conference call to relay the pertinent information. conference call to relay the pertinent information. 

Website Updates; The UKPTA will maximise the current investment Website Updates; The UKPTA will maximise the current investment to date, actively using its capabilities.to date, actively using its capabilities.

Website Discussions; To be current and relevant, the UKPTA needsWebsite Discussions; To be current and relevant, the UKPTA needs to leverage existing platforms and billing to leverage existing platforms and billing 

methods to be able to offer our clients a level of internet expemethods to be able to offer our clients a level of internet experience they are familiar with whenever they rience they are familiar with whenever they 

purchase a product or service. An interesting website model can purchase a product or service. An interesting website model can be seen in action by visiting the Meeting be seen in action by visiting the Meeting 

Truth site designed for the nonTruth site designed for the non--duality community. This booking methodology will give your Polarduality community. This booking methodology will give your Polarity practice ity practice 

some some ‘‘gravitasgravitas’’. End users are now used to paying up front for events and other. End users are now used to paying up front for events and other professional services and professional services and 

your sessions need be no different. This site could also be usedyour sessions need be no different. This site could also be used by the people offering Polarityby the people offering Polarity--based based 

training. This would allow members of the public who are interestraining. This would allow members of the public who are interested in our therapy to engage more easily ted in our therapy to engage more easily 

with our community, and hence grow our community.with our community, and hence grow our community.

Plan for the future; CP is a Change Manager/Sales and Marketing Plan for the future; CP is a Change Manager/Sales and Marketing consultant, at the AGM CP offered to do a consultant, at the AGM CP offered to do a 

free UKPTA membership telephone audit. This project will help thfree UKPTA membership telephone audit. This project will help the UKPTA to understand the barriers to e UKPTA to understand the barriers to 

membership and ascertain interest in membership in the future tomembership and ascertain interest in membership in the future to determine if the UKPTA is a viable determine if the UKPTA is a viable 

proposition in the mid to long term.  proposition in the mid to long term.  

Finance and Membership; The UKPTA is solvent but, processing memFinance and Membership; The UKPTA is solvent but, processing memberships adds a burden of work to the berships adds a burden of work to the 

Counsel members and we need to streamline this where possible, aCounsel members and we need to streamline this where possible, all operations are to be automated, ll operations are to be automated, 

including annual UKPTA Digital Membership certificates.including annual UKPTA Digital Membership certificates.

Training;  Trainers offer their courses which have approved unitTraining;  Trainers offer their courses which have approved units/content. There is a classroom based s/content. There is a classroom based 

element which can be face to face or potentially offered over thelement which can be face to face or potentially offered over the internet via e internet via skypeskype, filmed lectures, or on, filmed lectures, or on--line line 

courses with questionnaires. A handscourses with questionnaires. A hands--on element that must be in the presence of the trainers for a spon element that must be in the presence of the trainers for a specific ecific 

number of hours. Prospective Polarity Therapists could train witnumber of hours. Prospective Polarity Therapists could train with a variety of trainers to achieve a certain h a variety of trainers to achieve a certain 

level of competence and travel to a variety of locations around level of competence and travel to a variety of locations around the UK to achieve their qualification. the UK to achieve their qualification. 

The next APEF meeting date in early 2015.The next APEF meeting date in early 2015.

AGM dates:  Due to the costs associated with running an AGM in aAGM dates:  Due to the costs associated with running an AGM in a specific location. The date should be set specific location. The date should be set 

in state school term, and on the weekin state school term, and on the week--end.  Possibility of a conference call that the UKPTA pays for oend.  Possibility of a conference call that the UKPTA pays for on an n an 

0800 number (free for members to dial in) Timing and 0800 number (free for members to dial in) Timing and ‘‘LocationLocation’’ of AGM still to be agreed, a known sharing of AGM still to be agreed, a known sharing 

event may still be a preferred option.event may still be a preferred option.

AOB :   UKPTA Membership Application Form AOB :   UKPTA Membership Application Form –– Simplify existing form Simplify existing form 

Minutes Taken by CP.Minutes Taken by CP. E & OEE & OE

Notes : GrahamNotes : Graham (Training Liaison)(Training Liaison)

Structured Water

“RUNNING WATER CLEARS ITSELF because the motion of the 

water in the air gathers Prana, especially when it tumbles over 

rocks or flows swiftly, as it has more contact with the air. ” !

Dr.R Stone


